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uvex renegade MIPS
Revolutionize

your MTB ride

discover new MTB helmet



uvex exxeed
exxeed

expectations

discover new riding helmet
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discover our test winner



made2perform
worn by athletes. 

made by pros.

explore collection







        Our product highlights
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uvex renegade MIPS

        199,95 €
        RRP
      
6 variants
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uvex sportstyle 237

        89,95 €
        RRP
      
5 variants
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uvex react MIPS

        129,95 €
        RRP
      
5 variants
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uvex city stride MIPS Hiplok

        129,95 €
        RRP
      
2 variants
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uvex pace stage CV

        139,95 €
        RRP
      
5 variants
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uvex rise pro MIPS

        219,95 €
        RRP
      
4 variants
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uvex renegade MIPS

            
                Show your power and style on every trail with the uvex renegade MIPS. This brand-new MTB helmet is not only lightweight and extremely ventilated, but also features integrated MIPS technology, allowing you to fully focus on your performance.
            
        
learn more
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uvex sportstyle 237

            
                Protect your eyes on the trail while making a style statement with our new sports sunglasses uvex sportstyle 237, equipped with cylindrical and mirrored lenses.
            
        
learn more
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uvex renegade MIPS
	Lightweight MTB helmet with proven MIPS technology

	Optimum climate management for a cool head on the trails

	3-stage adjustable FlexShield and goggle garage

	Moisture-wicking Coolmax Ecomade interior made from recycled materials

	Height and width-adjustable uvex anatomic 3D IAS Pro system




learn more
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By clicking you agree to the Data Protection Terms.









                Always be up to date.
            

                Sign up for newsletter
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uvex wintersportsuvex cyclinguvex equestrian
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uvex sportsuvex equestrian
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